RUBIN OBSERVATORY

& BIG DATA
The term “Big Data” refers not only to the volume of data, but the complexity of data processing required to extract knowledge from it. The old
method of gathering data to answer a question or validate a hypothesis is giving way to data-driven exploration and discovery using massive
datasets collected in survey mode. Software can explore the high dimensionality of Big Data to discover connections and relationships not known
ahead of time; the data itself drives the discovery.
Rubin Observatory is not only a telescope, it is a database—a Big Data project tuned to facilitate data-driven explorations of the most fundamental
questions of the Universe. Rubin Observatory will survey the visible night sky every night for ten years, building a 500 PB database of images and a
15 PB catalog of text data describing properties of nearly 40 billion individual stars and galaxies.

Rubin Observatory Operations: Sites & Data Flows
Data and compute sizes:
Final volume of raw image data = 60 PB
Final catalog size (DR11) = 15 PB
Peak compute power in Rubin Observatory data
centers
= about 2 PFLOPS

Network bandwidths:
Summit (Cerro Pachón) - Base (La Serena)
= 600 Gbps
Base (La Serena) to Archive (SLAC)
= 2 x 100 Gbps

Alert Production:
Real-time alert latency = 60 seconds
Estimated number of alerts per night
= up to about 10 million

Data Releases:
Number of Data Releases = 11
Images collected
= 5.5 million 3.2 Gigapixel images

Estimated counts for DR1
(produced from first 6 months of observing)
Objects = 18 billion; Sources = 350 billion
(single epoch); Forced Sources = 0.75 trillion

Estimated counts for DR11
Objects = 37 billion; Sources = 7 trillion
(single epoch); Forced Sources = 30 trillion

HQ Site

Tucson, AZ
Science Operations
Observatory Management
Education & Public Outreach

French Site

CC-IN2P3, Lyon, France
French Data Facility
Data Release Production
Long-term Storage (copy 3)

Rubin Observatory Data Facility
SLAC National Accelerator
Laboratory (SLAC), Menlo Park, CA
Processing Center
Alert Production
Data Release Production
Calibration Products Production
EPO Infrastructure
Long-term Storage (copy 2)
Data Access Center
Data Access and User Services

Summit Site

Cerro Pachón, Chile
Telescope & Camera
Data Acquisition
Crosstalk Correction

Base Site

La Serena, Chile
Base Center
Long-term storage (copy 1)
Data Access Center
Data Access & User Services

Cutting-edge computer applications will be used to hold the data and mine it for scientific discoveries. The data management system being
developed must process the nightly alert data, 20,000 expected alerts per minute, in near real time, and construct annual data releases (DRs) at the
petabyte scale. Each DR processes image data collected from the start of the survey. Rubin Observatory focuses on providing well-calibrated data to
the community through high-performance computing interfaces. The software development team consists of more than 100 people working in six
different sites across the US, with further contributions from IN2P3 in France, to develop an integrated software set that will help realize the Rubin
Observatory science goals.

Analysis of Rubin Observatory database will address four primary science areas:
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